BRAIN COGNITIVE WELLNESS (BCW)
Quantum INfinity processes the category information, applies the knowledge and changes mental functions, thoughts and states of intelligent entity preferences within the brain's cognitive faculty to balance the body's systemic illnesses.
BCW Webinar I.: Learn the BRAIN's DIVINE MATRIX. Understand how DNA and brain trauma affects the children’s behavior and adults’ thinking. What is the blood brain barrier (BBB) and cerebral spinal fluid blood brain barrier (CSBBB)? Can sports injuries hinder brain memory retention?
BCW Webinar II: Recognize the Secret of BRAIN WAVES, its connection to brain cortices, neurotransmitters, nerve pathways, behavior symptoms, personality traits, drug side effects, food, beverages and nutrients. You will learn how to balance the limbic and the amygdala emotional acupuncture points to control one's emotional mood with the Quantum INfinity and the CET 1 + 9.
BCW Webinar III: Analyze how brain cells communicate with one another and how it affects brain activity in learning, memory, emotions, stress, depression, post traumatic disorders, and dementia. What is the role of the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) and the Somatic Nervous system? Which Voll acupuncture points are used to balance the systemic organ systems and nerves, muscle dysfunction and pain with the Quantum INfinity Brain Categories? You will also learn how to use brain rates.
BCW Webinar IV.: Topics and questions to be addressed are: where do you apply electrodes for Brain REM sleep and dreams, toxic teeth, neurological disorders, and cognitive imbalances? What role do brain nutrients play in helping to restore normal brain activity? What are Miasms, and what ailments do they represent. What role does the brain play in the healing process? Dr. Char will lead you step by step in the use of the Brainwave activity with the Risk, Sacred Geometry Salfeggio, Spiritual, Emotional and how to link the Crown, Upper Mental and Lower Mental CE for a comprehensive assessment and balancing therapy.
During the webinar, I will work with you in balancing the brain frequencies and show you how to use the brain to help reduce physical, mental, emotional and spiritual stressors and pain with the Quantum INfinity. For those who order the brain wellness categories, you will have the power to experience the Qi when stabilizing the brain wave frequencies while in the POSE RESTORATION EXERCISE that you will learn.

